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Airfree destroys rather
than holds viruses

Airfree is a complementary precaution to keep a low level of
microorganisms in indoor environments. WHO’s standard
recommendations for individual protection, reducing
exposure and cross transmission are to be followed.

Virus-free puriﬁed air
is released into the room

Air is sterilised when passing
through the ceramic core
mini ducts. A silent and
maintenance-free operation
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Totally silent in ﬁlterless TSS™ mode
Patented and eco technology
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Exclusive ﬁlterless TSS™ technology

Airfree “boils” the air
at 200ºC destroying
all viruses and
microorganisms

inside the mini ducts
of the TSS™ patented
ceramic core

Contaminated
air enters Airfree
here

Airfree cannot warrant that all viruses in a room
will be destroyed before being inhaled.

Low energy consumption
Small and portable
Distinctive design
2-year warranty

www.airfree.com

Airfree
certiﬁed
to destroy
COVID-19
virus
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How the test was performed

Scientiﬁc test
proves that
Airfree ceramic
core destroys
Coronavirus
C
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2 identical testing
chambers

with Airfree

SARS-CoV-2

A recent scientiﬁc test, performed by MRIGlobal, revealed the
efficacy of Airfree’s exclusive TSS™ Technology in the process
of deactivating Coronavirus.
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one with Airfree and one
without Airfree empty (control)

We can now unequivocally say that Airfree technology will
contribute to keep closed environments safer from COVID-19.
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How Airfree destroys
SARS-CoV-2 (Coronavirus)
The patented heated ceramic core has been tested before in
certiﬁed labs and proven to destroy all microorganisms,
including viruses. Coronavirus, like most viruses, is heat
sensitive, therefore, by exposing it to high temperatures, an
efficient inactivation is achieved, creating sustainable
long-term conﬁdence in our products.
A recent scientiﬁc test performed by MRIGlobal, a world leader
institution in technology and science, revealed the efficacy of
Airfree’s exclusive TSS™ Technology in the process of deactivating Coronavirus.
This speciﬁc test was performed in only 60 minutes, achieving
an impressive virus reduction rate and proving Airfree’s efficacy in destroying SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.

nebulized into both
chambers with the same
amount of viral stock

Comparative
analysis

air-sampling is analysed in
both chambers every 15
min for 60 min

Results

analysis shows an important
reduction of live virus in
Airfree’s chamber when
compared to the control
chamber

Check out
the full test:

